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ABSTRACT

A study was undertaken to improve our understanding of BWR conditions following the
closure of main steam isolat ion valves and the fa i lu re of reactor t r i p . Of part icu-
la r interest was the power during the period when the core had reached a quasi-equi-
l ibr ium condition with a natural c i rcu la t ion flow rate determined by the water level
in the downcomer. Insights into the uncertainty in the calculation of th is power
with sophisticated computer codes were quantified using a simple model which relates
power to the principal thermal-hydraulic variables and react iv i ty coef f ic ients ; the
la t t e r representing the l ink between the thermal-hydraulics and the neutronics. As-
sumptions regarding the uncertainty in these variables and coeff icients were then
used to determine the uncertainty in power.

INTRODUCTION

In a boi l ing water reactor (BWR) when there is closure of the main steam isolat ion
valves (MSIVs) the energy generated in the core w i l l be transferred to the pressure
suppression pool (PSP) via steam that flows out of the re l i e f valves. The pool has
l imi ted heat capacity as a heat sink and hence, i f there is no reactor t r i p , there
is the poss ib i l i ty that the pool temperature may rise beyond acceptable l i m i t s .
Concern with th is type of ATWS ( anticipated transient without scram) event has been
one of the incentives for recent Nuclear Regulatory Commission actions [ 1 ] .

There are automatic safety features and operator- in i t iated emergency procedures
whose objective is to reduce core power unt i l the time when the standby l iqu id con-
t r o l system (SLCS), or other attempts to get control rods inserted, can effect shut-
down of the core. Ona automatic feature is recirculat ion pump t r i p (RPT) which i n -
creases core voids and lowers power. An emergency procedure in BWR/4 plants would
require the operator to then reduce the flow of high pressure coolant in ject ion
(HPCI) [2] which would have been i n i t i a ted because the normal feedwater is termin-
ated. The reduced flow of HPCI would lower the water level in the downcomer and,
since natural c i rcu lat ion had been established, th is would reduce the core in le t
flow rate. This ef fect and the reduction in core i n le t subcooling due to mixing of
the emergency feedwater with steam in the downcomer when the level was lowered,
cause an additional increase in void fract ion and corresponding reduction in core
power. This is very important as the sequence of events and eventual consequences
of th is accident w i l l be sensitive to the amount of energy produced.

* This work was performed under the sponsorship of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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A reduction in pressure might also be called for during this event in order to com-
ply with the PSP heat capacity temperature limit or to prevent cycling of relief
valves. A change in pressure would also affect the power.

There has been a considerable amount of analysis [3-10] recently to determine plant
conditions, and especially power, during this event. Of particular interest has
been the period after RPT with the water level reduced by the operator to the top of
the active fuel (the maximum reduction allowable [2]), with the system pressure os-
cillating about the relief valve setpoints or at some lower quasi-equilibrium level,
and with no control reds being manually inserted or significant amounts of boron
having reached the core. During this period the power is expected to be oscillating
about some constant average value. A specific objective of these studies has been
to determine if this quasi-equilibrium power is closer to 10, 20 or 30% of rated
power. A more general objective has been to determine power as a function of down-
comer water level.

The average power could be calculated with a simple energy balance if the flow rate
and enthalpy of the emergency core cooling (ECC) water were known. For example,
with full flow of ECC water the power would be close to 28% of rated power in a typ-
ical BWR/4, However, these conditions are not known, i.e.,the downcomer water level
is the known constraint and the corresponding amount of ECC water and power can only
be obtained with sophisticated thermal-hydraulic and neutronic models.

The analysis to obtain the power will have an uncertainty due to limitations of the
modeling in the codes as well as due to uncertainty in the data used to describe the
reactor system. If one had measurements of power under certain MSIV-ATWS conditions
then the calculations could be compared and uncertainty easily determined. However,
as in the case of many accident analyses, most computer programs have not been vali-
dated at the conditions of interest. In order to obtain further insight into the
uncertainty, we propose a simple relationship between power and fundamental thermal-
hydraulic and neutronic parameters. This simple model cannot independently-calcu-
late power, but can be used to calculate the uncertainty in calculated power which
should be applicable to the understanding of results from the complex computer codes
being used for the analysis in this low power, ATWS operating regime.

Uncertainty Analysis

We first write the reactivity of the system as:

R • ao+ v + v + % ( w + w v (i)

where « is the core average void f rac t ion , Tf and T£ are the core average fuel
and coolant temperature, respectively, and the subscript o represents values at
rated power.
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We now assume that the power and fuel temperature are related by:

T f -VC^KTfo -V (2)

where T-j is the core in le t temperature, and p is the power level corresponding to
fuel temperature Tf. This relationship has had widespread use for calculating
stat ic core performance [11] and is the relationship that one gets from the fuel
temperature mode"! under steady state conditions in one of the codas [12] used for
ATWS analysis [ 7 ] . In order to further verify that this model is reasonable, the
quasi-equilibrium power and core-average fuel temperature were extracted from MSIV-
ATWS calculations with the water level at different elevations. This was done using
previous TRAC-BD1 calculations [8] as well as BNL Plant Analyzer (BPA) calculations
[10] , These points were placed on a graph along with the l ine defined by Eq. 2 and
the values of T- and T i for that calculational model. The results from TRAC-BD1
and the BPA are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The degree of agreement seen
on the figures is jus t i f i ca t ion for using this model for the present uncertainty
analysis. I t is not meant to jus t i f y the model for general appl icabi l i ty .

I f we have a c r i t i ca l state with one set of conditions, then the react iv i ty change
(R-Rx) in going to another equilibrium condition is zero. Using this fact with
Eqs. 1 and 2 yields

_ = £l
Po " Po

U2-a2)

where subscript 1 represents the f i r s t c r i t i ca l state and

AT = T f 0 - Ti (4)

Each of the quantities in Eq. 3 has an uncertainty distribution (where we take the
uncertainty to be equivalent to three times the standard deviation, a). If we also
assume that che uncertainty in coolant temperature is negligible and the fractional
uncertainties in ax and a2 are equal, then the composite uncertainty in the ratio
P/P where AP is the change in power P-Plf is:

O l



Figure 1 - Correlat ion Between Core-Average Fuel
Temperature and Power Using BPA
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Figure 2 - Correlat ion Between Core-Average Fuel
Temperature and Power Using TRAC-BD1
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where the uncertainty e in each of the independent variables is marked with the
appropriate subscript and ~a , an average of a and ĉ  is used to simplify the alge-
bra.

In order to quantify th is uncertainty we take the i n i t i a l condition to be at normal
operation ( i . e . , PX=PQ) with a i = a Q =0.40, TfQ=922 K (1200°F) and ^.=555 K (540°F).
We use the following reactivity coeff icients:

ax = - 0.090
a2 = - 0.012 (6)
a3 = - 14.4 pcm/K (-1.6 pcm/°F)
a^ = - 15.3 pcm/K (-8.5 pcm/°F)

These numbers are reasonable based on what analysts have been using and for the pre-
sent application they do not have-to be known exactly.

We consider two cases. In one case we assume that there has been no pressure con-
trol so that we can assume T ^ T ^ Q . For this case we assume that P/Po«0.20 and
ct«0.49 and we find the uncertainty to be:

2 2 V 2

si = [ 93.8 (e2 + e2 ) + 0.597 (eai) + 0.640 fe«3.) 1 ,-..
0, Ct_ Cti Ctq J \ I )

For the second case we assume that the pressure is reduced by 800 psi and therefore,
T»-Ti0 is approximately equal to the difference in saturation temperatures at
these pressures, i.e., 250 K (139°F). We take P/Po*0.12 and a«0.60 and the un-
certainty is:

e2 = [ 93.9 (e
2 + e2 ) + 2.96 feoi.)2 + 0.774 fe«3.)2 + 1.25 (eSk.)2] (8)

We now must make assumptions regarding the uncertainties on the right-hand-side of
Eqs. 7 and 8. The uncertainty in void fraction i^ no less than ±0.02. This is
based on the fact that experimental measurements which are the basis for the void
correlations used in computer codes have uncertainties which may vary from +0.01 to
±0.06 (e.g. , see data given in [13]) and these correlations predict measured void
fractions with relat ive errors that are typically ±10% [13] which at a void fraction
of 0.40 corresponds to ±0.04. We further assume that the relative error in the void
react iv i ty coefficients is no less than +10%, in the fuel temperature coefficient no
less than +5% and in the coolant temperature coefficient no less than +20%. These
numbers are based on engineering judgement as there is l i t t l e documentation on the
subject for BWRs. For PWRs, where physics measurements are a part of the startup
test ing, these numbers might be considered on the low side [14].



Upon substituting these numbers Into Eqs. 7 and 8 we find that El= ±0.29 and e 2
=

±0.40 or equivalently, the uncertainty in power in Case 1 is ±29% of rated power and
in Case 2 it is +40% of rated power. From this approximate statistical model one
can infer that a best estimate calculation might have a large uncertainty associated
with it. If the best estimate calculation gives a power level of 20% of rated power
as in Case 1 then these statistical results indicate that the probability that the
calculated power is greater than 25% of rated power (i.e. >165 MW higher than the
best estimate calculation) is 30%. This is based on being 5x3/29 standard devia-
tions away from the best estimate.

This statistical analysis should not be confused with the best estimate calculation
which we know has certain bounds. The constraints on power which account, for a min-
imum and maximum value are not a part of our model.. The minimum power is determined
by the decay heat level which is on the order of 1-4% of rated power during this
time frame. The maximum power corresponds to the power (*28% of rated power) when
level control is not in effect and one has full ECC flow.

Other examples are obtained if one makes different assumptions regarding the uncer-
tainties in the void fraction and reactivity coefficients* If it were assumed that
there were no error at the reference condition then the uncertainties in Cases 1 and
2 are reduced to ±0.21 and +0.35, respectively. Note that even if the calculated
void fraction at some reference point were known exactly, the hydraulic conditions
during the MSIV-ATWS would be sufficiently different so that the error e a in void
fraction can be considered independent of the error in reference void fraction e a 0
and can still be expected to have an uncertainty of at least ±0.02. However, if the
uncertainty in a were only ±0.01 then the uncertainty in power would be reduced to
±0.13 and ±0.30 for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. Again there is a non-negligible
probability that the calculated power might be considerably higher than the best es-
timate calculation.

These uncertainties are listed in Table 1. In order to have a more reasonable un-
certainty in power, the uncertainty in the parameters which enter into this simple
model would have to be reduced. One way for the uncertainty to be reduced to +5% of
rated power would be to reduce the assumed uncertainties in void, fuel temperature
and coolant temperature reactivity coefficients by a factor of -1/6 in Case 1 and
-1/8 in Case 2. In either case this necessitates an uncertainty in void fraction
of less than ±0.005 and uncertainties in void, fuel temperature and coolant temper-
ature reactivity coefficients oi' less than ±2%, ±1% and ±4%, respectively; a feat
which is currently not possible with the state-of-the-art.

Although the model used to calculate uncertainties is very simple, it is still use-
ful for understanding uncertainties quantitatively. A typical computer program,
such as those used in the analyses cited above, will calculate power from either a
point or a space dependent neutron kinetics model. In either case the power is de-
termined by the calculated thermal-hydraulic variables and the parameters which re-
late reactivity or nuclear cross sections to the thermal-hydraulic variables, i.e.,
the same quantities used in the simple model. This implies that these computer mod-
els should have the same order of uncertainty as the simple model used above. In-
deed, because most of these models are doing a dynamic calculation to obtain average
conditions rather than a steady state calculation, the uncertainty may be greater.



The problem is that the validation of these codes is usually limited and very rarely
at the conditions expected to be found during an MSIV-ATWS.
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TABLE 1
UNCERTAINTY IN CALCULATED CORE

Uncertainty Assumptions

ea

inactivity Coefficientsc

Void Frac-
tion, (e /*{)

ai

10%

10%

10%

< 2%

Fuel Temp.

5%

5%

5%

<1%

POWERa

Coolant
Temp. (eg /au)

: Uncertainties are + numbers given
: Absolute uncertainty
: Relative uncertainty

20%

20%

20%

< 4%

Power
Uncertainty
(% of Rated
Power)

Case 1

29%

21%

13%

< 5%

Case 2

40%

35%

30%

< 6%

Note that this in no way negates the usefulness of these codes. Computer analysis
is still useful for giving trends and determining the relative effect of different
assumptions. The uncertainty analysis is meant to complement the best estimate re-
sult of the computer calculation.

In addition to the uncertainties noted above, there are many potential sources of
systematic errors in the calculation of power level. One is due to the neglect of
the reactivity effect of the void fraction in the bypass region. Indeed, of the
analyses cited above, only two [4,8] take this effect into account.

One way tc take into account the bypass void fraction is to define an effective in-
channel void fraction which gives the same reactivity effect. A simple analytic
form for the effective void fraction o is:

a=aj + (c1+c2ai)aB (9)

where Orand an are the inchannel and bypass void fract ions, respectively and c1 and
c2 are coefficients which must be determined.



In order to determine the coefficients for a typical core, fuel bundle lattice phys-
ics calculations under different conditions were used. These calculations consid-
ered a typical reload bundle at different exposures with and without control blade
present for a range of inchannel and bypass void fractions. The coefficients were,
found to be [10] a function of conditions but the result for the effective void
fraction as a function of bypass void fraction at an inchannel void fraction of
0.40 were insensitive to the conditions chosen. Those results showed that the ef-
fective void fraction was approximately equal to the inchannel void fraction plus
one-third of the bypass void fraction. Therefore, the effect of bypass void frac-
tions of 0.10 and 0.20 would be to effectively increase the inchannel void fraction
from 0.40 to 0.43 and 0.47, respectively.

In a typical MSIV-ATWS calculation [10], the bypass void fraction oscillated between
0.10 and 0.20 during the time period of interest. If we take 0.10 to minimize the
effect then the effective void fraction is 0.03 larger than the inchannel void frac-
tion. This is larger than the random error (±0,02) assumed for the uncertainty
analysis given above and represents a large uncertainty in the power. Since the ef-
fect of an increase in void fraction is to lower power, the neglect of the bypass
void fraction is conservative.

SUMMARY

The uncertainty in power during an MSIV-ATWS was determined for the period after re-
circulat ion pump t r i p and downcomer water level control and with no control rods be-
ing manually inserted or boron being added. During this period with the pressure
osci l la t ing about some fixed value the power should be at some quasi-equilibrium
leve l .

The analysis was based on a simple model which relates the uncertainty in power to
the uncertainty in calculated thermal-hydraulic conditions and reactivi ty coe f f i -
cients. These uncertainties influence the uncertainty in power independent of the
model being used. The results of this simple model can provide insight into the
sophisticated computer programs that are used to calculate ATWS scenarios. The re-
sults of this part of the study are:

t With the simple model, the uncertainty (defined as three standard devi-
ations) in the calculated power is relatively large. In one case with pres-
sure at close to operating conditions i t was +29% of rated power; in another
case with the pressure reduced by 800 psi i t was ±40% of rated power.

• These calculated uncertainties indicate that the power has a 30-35% prob-
ab i l i t y of being more than 5% of rated power (165 MW) higher than the best-
estimate calculated result.

• An uncertainty of +5% of rated power is not achievable with the state-of-
the-art.

There are systematic errors in the calculation from several sources. One source is
the effect of bypass void reactivity which is neglected in most analysis. To quan-
t i f y this effect, calculations of react iv i ty as a function of inchannel and by-pass



void fraction were carried out for a typical reload fuel bundle at two exposures and
with and without a control blade. The numerical results from this analysis show the
following.

• In general a given bypass void fraction is equivalent to a change in effec-
tive void fraction of -1/3 that amount, when the inchannel void fraction
is 0,40.

• A ca lcu lat ion of bypass void f r a c t i o n for a typ ica l MSIV-ATWS scenario gave
results o s c i l l a t i n g between 0.10 and 0.20 during the time span of i n t e r e s t .
This would t rans la te into an increase in e f fec t i ve void f rac t ion of -0.05
which would cause a large decrease in calculated power,,
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